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More than software... a strategy for progress.

You transformed the venue for surgical care. You’re continually looking for ways to improve delivery of patient care and find synergies within your business to gain efficiencies. Evaluating an EHR is just one part of your health care technology strategy. When you choose Cerner’s Ambulatory Surgery Center EHR, you select not just an information system, but an advancement in strategy.

• The moment a surgical case is scheduled, information is flowing into one patient record
• Provides real-time access to patient information
• Shares common data elements among PAT, pre-op, intra-op and PACU documentation
• Provides a single source of truth and promotes accuracy of the patient record
• Automatic data deficit checking
• Standard documentation is designed to meet regulatory and accrediting body documentation requirements
• Perioperative tracking boards and Operational Dashboard allow you to manage your ASC for optimal throughput and workflow
• Reporting data collected across all venues

• Easy-to-use, drag-and-drop appointment book allows you to manage multiple resource scheduling
• Scheduling can be done through multiple workflows; request list scheduling, orders to scheduling or direct scheduling into a provider block by the provider
• Integrate clinical information with revenue cycle and supply chain management
• Electronically generate preference cards and pick lists
• End-to-end revenue management enabling you to manage reimbursements, clean claim rates, cash collections, cost-to-collect and day-to-day operations
• Charges captured as a by-product of clinical activity, in real-time
• Provide a patient portal where patient interactions are integrated with administrative and clinical workflows

• Share data across the care continuum
• Position your organization to be a leader in the ASC market as interoperability of data communications becomes an expectation of your patients, physicians, payers and provider partners
• The Cerner Exchange Network can connect providers regardless of their EHR system, to provide you with longitudinal health information
• Having access to this information across the continuum helps you manage the health of your patients and your population

www.cerner.com/ambulatory_surgery_center/